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Redirecting Polyclonal T Cells against Cancer with
Soluble T-Cell Receptors
David M. Berman1 and John I. Bell2

ABSTRACT
◥

Cancer cells accumulate genetic mutations in coding proteins
that may be presented by HLA as neoantigenic peptides (peptide
HLA, pHLA). T cells scan for neoantigenic pHLA by the T-cell
receptor (TCR):CD3 complex. This complex has the dual function
of binding pHLA, by the TCR, and triggering T-cell activation
by CD3. Checkpoint therapy activates exhausted T cells to kill
cancer cells and generally work best against tumors with high
neoantigen burden and in patients with neoantigenic-reactive
T cells. TCR T-cell engagers (TCE) are a novel class of immuno-
therapy that bypasses these two requirements by redirecting poly-
clonal T cells, regardless of their native specificity, to kill a cancer cell
independent of neoantigen burden. This is accomplished through
deconstructing the membrane-bound TCR:CD3 complex into a

soluble bispecific protein comprised of a targeting domain (TCR)
and activating domain (usually anti-CD3 single-chain variable
fragment). The pool of targets for TCR TCE is larger than for
antibody therapeutics and includes >90% of human intra- or
extracellular proteins. Most tumor-associated antigens for solid
tumors are intracellular and accessible only by a TCR therapeutic.
Tebentafusp, a TCR TCE directed to a peptide derived from the
gp100melanoma protein presented by HLA�A02:01, demonstrated
a survival benefit in metastatic uveal melanoma (mUM). This
survival benefit highlights the promise of TCR TCEs because mUM
is a solid tumor with a very low neoantigen burden and has poor
response to checkpoints and chemotherapy. Other TCR TCE
programs are now in clinical studies for a broader range of tumors.

Introduction
Checkpoint therapies activate tumor-specific T cells to kill immu-

nogenic tumors. However, many patients with immunogenic tumors
do not respond to checkpoints and low neoantigen burden tumors are
generally insensitive (1). A promising way to address this unmet need
would be to redirect any T-cell, regardless of specificity, to kill tumors
independent of mutation burden.

Redirecting T cells is achieved in vivo throughT-cell engagers (TCE)
or ex vivo by genetically manipulating T cells, for example, adoptive
T-cell therapy (Fig. 1). TCEs are bispecific soluble proteins com-
prised of a targeting domain, either T-cell receptor (TCR) or antibody,
fused to a modular effector domain that can be tuned to activate
(usually via CD3 activation) or inhibit the immune system (2). Adop-
tive T-cell therapy entails genetic insertion of a chimeric antibody
receptor or TCR specific for a tumor antigen into T cells (3). The
engineered T cells are then infused with supportive cytokines into a
patient after lymphoablative chemotherapy.

As a pharmacologic class, TCEs have several attractive features
compared with adoptive T-cell therapy. TCEs do not require chemo-
therapy or supportive cytokines and may be combined with any
standard of care or used in the adjuvant setting. TCEs are “off-the-
shelf” molecules with simpler manufacturing enabling repeat dosing.
As soluble proteins, TCEs have more predictable and tunable serum

kinetics that is reflected in a more predictable adverse event profile.
Finally, the TCE mechanism favors polyclonal T cells activation
and recruitment (4) that could trigger a secondary natural response,
including antigen spreading (5) or even cytokine-mediated cell kill-
ing (6) of adjacent tumor cells that do not express the target of the TCE.

There are currently two marketed TCEs: Blinatumomab
(CD19xCD3) and tebentafusp (gp100xCD3). Blinatumomab targets
B-cell leukemia via an antibody fragment that binds the B-cell lineage
antigen CD19 (7). Tebentafusp targets melanoma via a soluble TCR
(sTCR) that recognizes an HLA�A02:01 presented 9-amino acid
peptide, derived from processing of the intracellular melanocyte
lineage protein gp100 (8)

TCRTCEsEnable Targetingof Solid and
Hematologic Tumors

mAbs have proven successful to treat numerous cancers. However,
antibodies only bind to extracellular accessible proteins that comprise
<10% of the proteome (9). Because the majority of cancer cell surface
proteins are also on normal cells, antibody-based therapy may induce
on-target, off-tumor toxicity. Antibody TCE requires a high number of
103–104 targets/cell, further restricting the target pool (10–12). Anti-
body TCEs have had success in hematologic tumors by targeting high-
abundance cell surface lineage antigens; on-target killing of antigen-
positive healthy cells is managed by supportive care. However, the
major burden of cancer lies in solid tumors where there are fewer cell
surface proteins not expressed on vital tissue.

T cells recognize infected or cancer cells through a transmembrane
TCR that recognizes HLA presentation of 8–15 amino acid peptides.
TCR therapeutics provide access to >90% of the proteome, including
intracellular proteins, and have sensitivity to as few as 10 peptide-HLA
(pHLA) per cell (13, 14). Therefore, a TCR TCEwould be of particular
interest for solid tumors because most of the specific proteins are
intracellular and not accessible by antibodies. Recently, tebentafusp
validated TCR TCEs by demonstrating an overall survival (OS) benefit
in a randomized phase 3 trial in metastatic uveal melanoma (mUM), a
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Figure 1.

A, Immune checkpoints block inhibitory receptors on tumors or T cells, resulting in activation of tumor-specific T cells. B,Antibody-based TCE or antibody-modified
adoptive T-cell (CAR-T) target cell surface proteins on cancer cells. C, T-cell receptor–based TCE or TCR-modified adoptive T cells (TCR-T) target peptide-HLA on
cancer cells.
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tumor that has a low tumor mutation burden and is metastatic to the
liver, an organ that generally responds poorly to checkpoint blockade-
based immunotherapy (15, 16).

Target Selection Begins with the
Peptide HLA

The first major challenge is to identify a peptide HLA (pHLA)
presented on a diseased cell relative to normal tissue. We have found
that peptides predicted by commonly available algorithms to be
processed into pHLA are not always detected by mass spectrometry
(MS). Until these algorithms improve, validation by MS is the gold
standard (17). Quantification of pHLA is also important because TCR
TCE activity increases as a function of pHLA levels (Fig. 2).

The twomost advanced protein targets for TCE are lineage antigens
and cancer–testes antigen class, CTA Table 1. Although gp100 is
restricted tomelanomas, CTAs are expressedmore broadly in a variety
of solid and hematologic tumors (18). In general, CTA expression is
limited to testes and ovary germline cells with minimal to no expres-
sion in other vital tissues.

Differentially expressed proteins offer a large pool of targets.
Redirecting T cells to target such antigens would need to account for
on-target, off-tumor toxicity from normal tissue expression. Because
of exquisite sensitivity to even low antigen levels, TCR TCE should be
calibrated in their potency to reduce the risk to antigen-positive
normal cells.

Cancers with a viral etiology are attractive for TCR TCEs because
the targets should be highly specific. An HBVxCD3 TCR TCE is
currently in phase 1 for chronic HBV but could be studied in HBV-
positive hepatocellular carcinoma (19). TCR-engineered T cells tar-
geting HPV have shown activity providing rationale for an HPV TCR
TCE (20).

Oncogenes are highly specific for the tumor and drive tumor
pathogenesis. Preclinical reports confirm the technical feasibility of
TCR bispecific targeting of KRAS and p53 oncogenes (21, 22, 23).
However, neoantigens tend to be present at very low pHLAdensity (1–
2 pHLA per cell for p53) and 99% are private for each patient (24).
Neoantigen oncogene driver peptides are generally restricted to less
prevalent HLA subtypes.

TCR TCEs are restricted by HLA. Some non-classical HLA such as
HLA-E andMR1may be amenable for universal TCRs.However, these

non-classical HLA are expressed in normal cells, and in the absence of
antigen specificity may introduce the risk of off-tumor toxicity (25).
Identifying tumor-specific antigens presented by these HLAs is a
challenge. For MR1 and CD1 that present metabolites and lipids,
respectively, being able to screen for patients whose tumors harbor the
small-molecule antigens will also be a challenge as they will not be
amenable to standard IHC.

Deconstructing the Natural TCR into an
sTCR Bispecific

Antibodies are ideal substrates for engineeredmedicines. Following
antigen challenge, B cells undergo post-thymic maturation in vivo and
secrete high affinity and specificity, soluble antibodies. In contrast,
TCRs are a more challenging substrate for soluble therapeutics for
several reasons (16, 18).

First, the natural TCR is tethered to the membrane. An sTCR
requires correctly pairing two polypetides, alpha and beta, in the
correct conformation. Themost advanced, and only clinically validated
to date, is the immune mobilizing monoclonal TCRs against cancer
(ImmTAC) platform that uses an internally hidden disulfide bond to
link the full polypeptides in an optimized formation (26). An alter-
native approach just entering Phase 1 uses an sTCR comprised of only
the variable domains of the alpha and beta polypeptide (27)

Second, the properties that enable a natural TCR to have very high
sensitivity for low pHLA are not consistent with ideal characteristics of
an sTCR. For example, the natural TCR has very low affinity (micro-
molar) for pHLA and rapid binding kinetics that allows serial trig-
gering of clustered TCRs (avidity). However, a wild-type, very low
affinity sTCR TCE with rapid release from a pHLA would translate
into low activity (ref. 13; Fig. 2). Therefore, the native TCR must be
engineered into a very high-affinity sTCR.

Third, T cells do not undergo in vivo post thymic maturation. The
only options for generating very high, sub-nanomolar affinity and
specific sTCRs are ex vivo phage, yeast, and mammalian display
libraries technology (25, 28). Although each approach has advantages,
only phage display engineers a million-fold affinity improvement to
generate low picomolar affinity TCRs (29). For ImmTAC molecules,
which use the phage display system, low picomolar affinity TCRs are
required to redirect T cells to kill target cells with very low pHLA levels
of 10/cell (13).
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Figure 2.

ImmTAC redirect and activate polyclonal T cells against as few as
11 peptide-HLA per cell (56) as measured by IFNg release, a marker
of T-cell activation. This sensitivity is achieved only if the TCR end of
the ImmTAC is engineered from its natural micromolar affinity to
picomolar strength.
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Fourth, engineering high-affinity TCRs without introducing
crossreactivity is a challenge due to inherent binding promiscuity
of natural TCRs. Thymic selection prevents circulation of T cells
that react to “healthy” proteins and even the T cells that emerge
may bind to 106 different pHLA (30). Engineering TCRs ex vivo
outside thymic selection introduces the risk of crossreactivity to
different pHLA on vital tissue. Two TCR-Ts against MAGE-A3
resulted in severe and fatal cardiac or neurologic toxicity due to
crossreactivity with cardiac titin or an EPS8L2 in neuronal
cells (31–33). Phage display and structure-guided mutagenesis can
increase both the affinity and specificity of an sTCR by several
orders of magnitude (34, 35).

In vitro, and in the absence of target, ImmTAC molecules do not
trigger cytokine release at therapeutic concentrations due to high
specificity for the target pHLA and a bispecific format with picomolar
affinity TCR compared with nanomolar affinity anti-CD3 scFv. This
1,000-fold differential may represent an optimal ratio that increases
the safety window by favoring binding to tumor pHLA rather than
spontaneous T-cell activation in the absence of target pHLA, which
may also minimize T-cell activation to off-target pHLA.

Finally, non-human primate toxicology studies are not relevant
because these TCRs are humanHLA restricted and peptidome proces-
sing differs between species. Therefore, we have developed a paradigm
to de-risk a TCRTCE in vitro through ruling out allogenicity (ability to
react to non-targeted HLA subtypes), identifying cross-reactive pep-
tides (alanine and X-scanning), testing reactivity to normal donor and
iPSC-derived tissue-specific cells in vitro and for spontaneous cytokine
release from peripheral blood (36).

Mechanism of Action
TCRs bind to pHLA in a canonical fashion through a perpen-

dicular 150 Å bridge (Fig. 3). This bridge is the contact around

which other receptors on the T-cell surface organize to strengthen
the synapse (37–40). Through this geometric construct, a T-cell can
kill a cell presenting few pHLA.

TCR TCEs have sensitivity to 2–10 pHLA targets/cell, perhaps
reflecting their ability to bind to pHLA in a canonical fashion
that mimics that natural TCR and recreates the geometry of a natural
T-cell synapse (41). In contrast, antibody bispecifics and CAR-T bring
the T-cell to non-HLA surface proteins outside of the pHLA synapse,
which may not have the optimized size, distance or geometric angle
and may not support optimal co-factor binding. This may explain in
part why antibody-based therapeutics requires 103–104 targets/cell for
effective targeting (11, 12).

Tebentafusp is highly specific for the gp100 peptide presented by
HLA-A�02:01 and redirects donor, polyclonal T cells with picomolar
potency to kill gp100þmelanoma cell lines in vitro (42). The specificity
of tebentafusp is highlighted by the low reactivity to melanoma cell
lines that do not express gp100. Activated T cells release polycytokines,
including IL2, TNFa, and IFNg (4, 13). IFNs may upregulate HLA
potentially increasing activity in a feed forward loop (43). CD8 T cells
are redirected to a greater degree than CD4 T cells, perhaps reflecting
their natural preference for Class 1 HLA (4).

Co-incubation with T regulatory cells does not block T-cell redi-
rection by ImmTAC molecules (4). Although macrophages can blunt
the reaction, exogenous IL-2 can overcome this inhibition (44).
Tebentafusp redirects T cells to kill bothPD-L1–negative and –positive
tumor cell lines, although this is blunted if the T cells are PD-1 positive.
The latter can be reversed with the addition of an anti-PD1 check-
point (45). Therefore, TCR-based TCEs could be synergistic with anti-
PD(L)1 checkpoints in some tumors.

TCE may trigger an immune cascade that results in killing of
adjacent tumor cells that do not express the target antigen. In vitro,
tebentafusp induced cell killing that led to cross-presentation of tumor
antigen that could stimulate epitope spreading (5). In addition, T cells

Table 1. Clinical stage T-cell receptor (Target x CD3) T-cell engagers.

Class of target Name Target Design Status NCT or EudraCT Sponsor

Lineage antigens Tebentafusp
(IMC-gp100)

gp100 Full-length alpha and beta
chains Stcr

OS benefit in metastatic
uveal melanoma (8).
Approved for
metastatic and
unresectable uveal
melanoma

NCT03070392 Immunocore

RG6007 WT1 TCR mimetic antibody Phase 1 (multiple tumors) NCT04580121 Roche
IMC-C103C MAGE-A4 Full-length alpha and beta

chains sTCR
Clinical activity in ovarian
and HNSCC cancer.
Phase 1 (multiple
tumors; ref. 55)

NCT03973333 Immunocore and
Genentech

IMC-F106C PRAME Full-length alpha and beta
chains sTCR

Phase 1 (multiple tumors) NCT04262466 Immunocore

Cancer–testes
antigens

RG8129 MAGE-A4 TCR mimetic antibody Phase 1 (multiple tumors) NCT01694472 Roche

IMA401 MAGE-A4 Single chain of alpha and
beta variable chain sTCR

Phase 1 (multiple tumors) NCT05359445 Immatics and
Bristol-Myers
Squibb

IMC-NYESO NYESO Full-length alpha and beta
chains sTCR

Discontinued NCT03515551 Immunocore and
GSK

Viral antigens IMV HBV Full-length alpha and beta
chains sTCR

Phase 1 (chronic HBV) 2019–004212–64 Immunocore

Differentially
expressed

ABBV-184 Survivin Single chain of alpha and
beta variable chain sTCR

Discontinued NCT04272203 AbbVie
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activated by TCE may release cytokines that kill adjacent, antigen
negative tumor cells (6).

Clinical Validation with Tebentafusp in
mUM

Tebetanfusp was tested in metastastic cutaneous andmUM, both of
which overexpress gp100. Within a day of receiving tebentafusp,
patients have an increase in plasma cytokines and chemokines,
including IL6, IFNg , and IL2 (46, 47). T cells transiently decrease in
peripheral circulation presumably due to redistribution following the
cytokine and chemokines. By day 16, themajority of evaluable patients
have an increase in T-cell infiltration and IFN signature gene expres-
sion in tumors (43, 47). This marked T-cell infiltration is remarkable
because mUM is an immune cold tumor, with low tumor mutation
burden, and is highly metastatic to the liver, which is an immuno-
suppressive organ. In contrast, checkpoint inhibitors are known to be
less effective in tumors with this phenotype.

The plasma half-life of tebentafusp is only 8 hours (8). However, the
pharmacodynamic effect on T cells and cytokines remains evident for
several days. Themedian duration of response to tebentafusp is almost
10 months (48), underscoring the disconnect between plasma PK and
pharmacodynamics. Tebentafusp, which has a long residence time to
pHLA in vitro, may bind to the tumor cell for longer than is detected in
the peripheral blood. In addition, the impact of antigen spreading in
creating a wider and deeper immune response may also contribute to
clinical benefit.

The majority of patients treated with tebentafusp experienced
treatment-related adverse events (AE) of rash and cytokine release
syndrome (CRS). These generally occur within a day or two of the
first several doses and resolve quickly following pre-specified man-
agement algorithms. These AEs, which decrease in severity and

frequency with repeated dosing, are consistent with the mechanism
of action.

Rash likely results from tebentafusp-redirecting T cells to cutaneous
melanocytes whereas CRS follows from T-cell activation (49). In vitro,
the degree of T-cell redirection against healthy donor melanocytes
differs based on individual donor T cells and melanocytes, suggesting
that immune fitness and differential pHLA density may be important.
Early rash on tebentafusp appears to be a marker of baseline perfor-
mance or immune status rather than a predictive marker of OS
benefit (8, 50). The degree of plasma cytokine induction or clinical
CRS does not appear to correlate with OS benefit (51).

In a phase 3 study of previously untreated mUM, patients were
randomized to tebentafusp versus investigator’s choice (IC) of either
pembrolizumab (82% patients), ipilimumab or chemotherapy. Teben-
tafusp resulted in a highly statistically and clinically meaningful OS
benefit, HR, 0.51 (Fig. 4A; ref. 8). The Kaplan–Meier OS curves
separated early, suggesting rapidity of treatment effect, and remained
separated suggesting durability. This landmark phase 3 survival marks
several firsts, including the first TCR therapy, the first TCE in a solid
tumor (in this case often a cold solid tumor) and the first in mUM.

Progression-free survival (PFS) was statistically significant, HR,
0.73, although the degree of benefit was not as strong as OS. This is
in contrast with cutaneous melanoma checkpoint trials where PFS is
usually stronger than OS. The objective response rate (ORR) per
RECIST radiographic criteria was 9% for tebentafusp versus 5% for
the IC arm. Together, the modest ORR and PFS benefit indicate
radiographic assessment of response underestimated a much larger
OS benefit. This disconnect was consistent with anecdotal reports from
early trials where some patients with radiographic progressive disease
(PD) had long OS.

In a phase 2 mUM trial, one third of patients with OS longer than
1 year surprisingly had a best radiographic response of PD (52). This
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Orchestration of the T-cell synapse centers around the native TCR that binds to the target cell pHLA in a canonical fashion. TCR TCEs are designed to recreate this
optimized synapse, including binding conformation, geometry, and distance (A). Antibody TCE binds surface proteins and may not recreate the canonical T-cell
synapse (B).
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observation raised the question of whether an increase in the radio-
graphic tumor size whereas on tebentafusp was due to necrosis and
inflammation rather than tumor growth, that is, pseudoprogression.
Of the 60 patients with best response of radiographic PD, 25 (42%) had
OS greater than 1 year, suggesting a significant proportion of presumed
pseudoprogression.

The contribution of the marked pseudoprogression on tebentafusp
was confirmed in a post hoc analysis of the Phase 3 trial limited to
patients with a best radiographic response of PD. In this subset,
tebentafusp was associated with a very strong OS benefit, HR, 0.43
(Fig. 4B). Just over half of tebentafusp-treated patients with a best
response of PD received tebentafusp beyond initial progression.
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Overall survival (OS) in the intention-to-treat population (A). OS in landmark analysis of patientswho had best response of progressive disease andwere alive at day
100 (B). (FromNewEngland Journal of Medicine, Nathan et al. (8), Overall Survival Benefit with Tebentafusp in Metastatic Uveal Melanoma, 385, 1196. Copyright 2021
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Once patients discontinued therapy, they often received subsequent
therapy that was mostly checkpoint inhibitors. In an OS analysis
starting from subsequent therapy, patients who had prior tebentafusp
appear to have better OS compared with prior IC (53). These data raise
two non-exclusive hypotheses. Tebentafusp recruits polyclonal T cells
and a rich cytokine milieu in the presence of some tumor killing may
foster antigen spreading that is enhanced by subsequent checkpoints.
Alternatively, the initial progression event resulting in tebentafusp
discontinuation may have been pseudoprogression and the patient
may have carried over benefit.

A majority of mUM tumor cells harbor one of several mutations,
primarily GNAQ/11. In the phase 2 study, baseline mutation ctDNA
levels were highly correlated with tumor burden (51). About 70% of
evaluable patients had any decrease in ctDNA by week 9 and 14% had
complete clearance. The degree of ctDNA reduction was highly
correlated with the degree of OS benefit. Approximately 1/3 of patients
with a best response of PD had at least a 0.5 log reduction in ctDNA at
time of initial progression, supporting the hypothesis of pseudopro-
gression in a significant number of these patients.

In a retrospective analysis of gp100 protein IHC expression from the
phase 3 study, the OS from tebentafusp was independent of whether
patients had high or low total gp100 protein (54). One potential
explanation is that tebentafusp, with in vitro sensitivity to very low
pHLA/cell, may outstrip the sensitivity of IHC, requiring >103 mole-
cules per cell. Alternatively, even a small percentage of gp100þ cells
may be sufficient for tebentafusp to trigger an initial immune response
that could result in IFN-induced upregulation (43), cytokine-mediated
tumor stasis or killing (6), or epitope spreading (5). Finally, even a low
percentage of positive tumor cells may be sufficient for tebentafusp to
slow tumor growth kinetics.

Conclusion
Tebentafusp demonstrated that targeting a single pHLAwith a TCR

TCE is sufficient to prolong OS in mUM, a checkpoint insensitive and
very low tumor mutational burden tumor. This OS benefit was
observed in the face of high rate of pseudoprogression, modest
radiographic RECIST response rate, short tebentafusp plasma half-
life of 8 hours, and heterogenous gp100 tumor expression by IHC.

Seventy percent of evaluable tebentafusp-treated patients had
ctDNA reduction, suggesting that amuch larger percentage of patients

may have benefit than indicated by radiographic RECIST measure-
ments. Whether this is specific for gp100 or more broadly applicable
remains open. By recruiting polyclonal T cells, TCR TCE may engen-
der a secondary immune response, including non-contact dependent
cancer cell killing (6) or antigen spreading that may lead to bystander
cell killing.

Sensitivity to TCR TCEs is likely multifactorial integrating
host immunity and tumor variables, including pHLA density.
Resistance mechanisms are likely similar to those for checkpoints,
including loss of proteosomal processing or peptide presentation.
These may be mitigated by antigen spreading and the recruitment of
innate immunity.

The next step for TCR TCE, including expanding beyond gp100,
moving earlier in the disease setting, and beyond HLA-A�02 restric-
tion. IMC-C103C (MAGEA4xCD3) showed early signs of durable
partial responses in ovarian and head and neck cancer, demonstrating
activity beyond gp100 and melanoma (55). TCR TCEs are an intrigu-
ing platform for earlier-stage disease and as adjuvant therapy. This
platform can be combined with standards of care; combination with
checkpoints, IL2 and chemotherapy should be studied. Finally,
expanding to other HLA genotypes or being able to develop non-
HLA restricted TCRs is of high interest.
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